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Abstract

During the last two decades our understanding of human B cell differentiation has developed considerably. Our

understanding of the human B cell compartment has advanced from a point where essentially all assays were based

on the presence or not of class-switched antibodies to a level where a substantial diversity is appreciated among the

cells involved. Several consecutive transitional stages that newly formed IgM expressing B cells go through after

they leave the bone marrow, but before they are fully mature, have been described, and a significant complexity is

also acknowledged within the IgM expressing and class-switched memory B cell compartments. It is possible to

isolate plasma blasts in blood to follow the formation of plasma cells during immune responses, and the importance

and uniqueness of the mucosal IgA system is now much more appreciated. Current data suggest the presence of at

least one lineage of human innate-like B cells akin to B1 and/or marginal zone B cells in mice. In addition, regu-

latory B cells with the ability to produce IL-10 have been identified. Clinically, B cell depletion therapy is used for a

broad range of conditions. The ability to define different human B cell subtypes using flow cytometry has therefore

started to come into clinical use, but as our understanding of human B cell development further progresses, B cell

subtype analysis will be of increasing importance in diagnosis, to measure the effect of immune therapy and to

understand the underlying causes for diseases. In this review the diversity of human B cells will be discussed, with

special focus on current data regarding their phenotypes and functions.

Introduction

The existence of a distinct cell lineage responsible

for the production of antibodies was first appreciated

in birds. When the Bursa of Fabricius, a lymphoid

structure in contact with the gut, was removed from

newly hatched chickens, no antibodies were produced,

which demonstrated that this organ played an essential

role in the development of antibody producing cells
[1]
.

This led to a search for a Bursa equivalent in other spe-

cies, a largely unsuccessful task as early B cell devel-

opment mainly occurs in fetal spleen and bone

marrow in mammalians. However, recent studies have

highlighted that gut associated lymphoid tissues (GALT)

may in fact have an important role in the maturation of

mammalian B cells as well
[2-5]
.
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Early B cell development can be divided into

stages based on genetic modifications of the antibody

genes and the expression of cell surface markers

(Fig. 1A)
[6]
. Functional antibody genes are created in

the bone marrow and the fetal liver through random

recombination of V, D and J segments in pro- and

pre-B cells. Cells that have successfully recombined

their antibody genes leave the bone marrow, but are still

not fully mature and are termed transitional B cells.

Eventually, they develop into fully mature naı̈ve cells

that can be activated by antigen recognized by antibo-

dies present on their cell surface as B cell receptors

(BCR). During the maturation process, most B cells that

carry self-reactive BCR are deleted, largely dependent

on interactions between auto-antigens and the BCR dur-

ing immature and transitional stages
[7]
. In addition, at

least in some animals, cells are selected for development

into different B cell lineages at this stage
[8]
.

Onlya small proportionofmaturenaı̈veBcellswill ever

be activated by antigen.When this happens, it leads to clo-

nal expansion and differentiation (Fig. 1B)
[9]
. Antigen

binding to the BCR activates the B cell in the follicle

and induces it to leave the follicle. After extra-follicular

proliferation, comparatively short-lived plasma cells form

within the lymphoid organ producing soluble antibodies,

primarily of the IgM class. If antigen-activated B cells

make cognate MHC-TCR interactions with CD4
+
T folli-

cular helper cells recognizing peptides from the same anti-

gen, the cells will exchange signals and some B cells will

re-enter B cell lymphoid follicles where they proliferate

and forma germinal center (GC).Here, they fine-tune their

antigen specificity through antibody V region somatic

hypermutation (SHM) and change the functional charac-

teristics of the antibody heavy chain constant regions

through class switch recombination (CSR) to other classes

than IgM. B cells expanded through follicular clonal

expansion from the original B cell and then leave the

GC to differentiate into antigen-specific class-switched

high-affinity long-lived plasma cells and memory B cells.

Advances have been done in defining humanB cell sub-

types through the use of multi-parameter flow cytometry

and in vitro culturing. This has led to the identification of
different stages thatB cells go throughwhen they transition

fromearlybonemarrowstages to fullymaturenaı̈veBcells,

the description of humanB cells similar tomousemarginal

zone (MZ) and B1 B cells, the division of the human

memory B cell compartment into sub-compartments

and the characterization of B cells with regulatory proper-

ties. In this review, I will discuss different types of

human B cells encountered outside of the bone marrow

with the aim of casting light on their relationship to each

other.

Transitional B cells

Only a small proportion of B cells that leave the

bone marrow will become fully mature naı̈ve B cells
[10]
.

BCR interactions with self-antigens will inactivate or

deplete immature and transitional B cells before they

become mature, thus preventing the formation of

auto-reactive mature B cells
[7,11]

. At the same time,

BCR signals can determine the relative proportion of

cells within different B cell lineages and are crucial

for cell survival
[12-14]

. Thus, BCR signals select B cells

through positive as well as negative selection during

this stage. B cells that have recently left the bone mar-

row are termed transitional B cells
[15]
. There has been

an interest in defining where and how B cells are

selected during the transitional stage, as they then are

at a critical stage that ensures that auto-reactive

immune responses are not initiated. In mice several

stages on the way to become mature B cells have been

defined (Fig. 2A)
[8]
. Recently, substantial progress has

also been made to understand stages during transitional

B cell development in humans (Fig. 2B).

Expression of CD10 is a sign of early B cell stages,

but in humans CD10 is also present on antigen-acti-

vated cells in GC
[16-17]

. This initially led to some con-

fusion, as a circulating B cell population with a

phenotype overlapping with that later described for

transitional B cells was suggested to be circulating

GC founder cells
[18]
. However, GC B cells are not nor-

mally found in peripheral blood and it is now clear that

CD10 is a relatively specific marker for early B cell

stages in blood
[19]
. In line with that these cells are at

an early stage, CD10-expressing B cells have not been

fully negatively selected to avoid self-antigens, and anti-

bodies from them more frequently bind cytoplasmic or

nuclear antigens than antibodies from more mature

B cells do
[20]
. A more refined phenotype of transitional

B cells was subsequently defined and it was found that

less than 5%of all B cells in adult humanblood are typical

CD24
high

CD38
high

CD43
+
CD10

+
CD5

+
IgM

high
IgD

+
transi-

tional cells do
[21-23]

. Consistent with the suggestion that

these cells are at an early stage of development, theymake

up a higher proportion of all B cells in children and after

hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT)
[23-25]

, and

are also foundat a higher frequency amongBcells in bone

marrow than in peripheral blood
[26]
.

The transitional markers CD24, CD38, CD10 and

IgM are gradually lost as B cells develop towards a

more mature phenotype, and based on this human tran-

sitional B cells have been divided into two consecutive

stages, T1 and T2 (intermediate) B cells
[21,27]

. CD5

expression is lowered on T1 cells in the bone marrow

which are likely the earliest transitional cells, and its
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Fig. 1 Antigen independent and dependent B lymphoid development. B cell development can be divided into an antigen independent phase

(A) that generates vast diversity while still avoiding the formation of autoreactive cells and an antigen dependent phase (B) that allows for the activation,

expansion and differentiation of antigen-specific B cells into effector and memory cells. A: During the antigen independent phase, hematopoietic stem

cells in the bone marrow are selected to become B cells. During the pre- and pro-B cell stages the cells create a functional heavy chain gene through

random recombination of V, D and J segments, a process that is monitored through pairing of the heavy chain gene with surrogate light chains (red).

When a functional heavy chain gene has formed, the cell creates functional light chain genes through recombination of V and J segments, first in the k

light chain locus and then, if k is unsuccessful, the l light chain locus. When productive rearrangements have been achieved for both a heavy and a light

chain, the mature antigen receptor (the B cell receptor, BCR) of the IgM class as is expressed on the cell surface on immature B cell. After the immature

B cell leave the bone marrow and enter into blood stream and the peripheral lymphoid organs, it goes through a transitional stage before becoming a

fully mature naı̈ve B cell. If the cell encounters antigen that bind to the BCR on the cell surface during the immature or transitional stages, the cell will be

deleted, a mechanism that hinders autoreactive B cells to reach the mature stage. B: An external antigen will be recognized by BCRs on a small number

of mature naı̈ve B cells that will be activated. This leads to that the B cells start to proliferate, take up antigen and present peptides derived from it on

MHC II molecules on the cell surface. If the B cells encounter T cells that recognize peptides from the same antigen presented on MHC II through their

T cell receptors (TCR) a T dependent (T dep) response is initiated. B cells will revive additional signals from the T cells, in particular from secreted

cytokines and CD40L biding to CD40, and proliferating cells will enter B cell follicles to form germinal centers of rapidly proliferating cells. Here, the B

cells change antibody class to other classes than IgM (i.e. IgG, IgE and IgA) through class switch recombination. Furthermore, the antigen binding V

regions of the antibody genes goes through targeted somatic hypermutation followed by a selection for cells that express high affinity BCR, a process

known as affinity maturation. Subsequently, cells leave the germinal center to form long-lived class-switched memory B cells that can rapidly respond if

we reencounter the same antigen and long-lived plasma cells that home to bone marrow and produce secreted antigen-specific class-switched antibodies

for extended periods. B cells that recognize antigens in the absence of T cell interactions (T independent responses; T indep) and some B cells that

respond to T dependent antigen swill form extrafollicular foci and form relatively short-lived plasma cells secreting IgM that are maintained in peripheral

lymphoid organs.
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Fig. 2 Transitional B cells in mouse and humans. B cells go through several stages after leaving the bone marrow but before becoming fully

mature. During these stages, self-reactive cells are depleted due to interactions with self-antigens and are also selected into different lineages. The

different stages can be defined based on expression of cell surface antigens. Changes important for defining different stages have been marked in bold.

A: Several stages that mouse transitional T cells go through after leaving the bone marrow have been defined based on cell surface markers and transfer

experiments. T1 cells in spleen are similar to immature B cells in the bone marrow. CD23 and IgD are upregulated when the cells become T2 cells, and

T1/T2 cells are also precursors to MZ B cells. A T3 stage has also been defined. T3 cells were first suggested to be a pre-stage to mature follicular cells,

but later analysis revealed that this population may be enriched for autoreactive cells and may be targeted for deletion through apoptosis due to

interactions with self antigens. Cell phenotypes adopted from Allman and Pillai, 2008
[8]
in which the relationship between different transitional and more

mature stages is discussed. B: Also in humans several transitional stages have been defined, going from immature B cells leaving bone marrow to

naı̈ve follicular B cells and circulating MZ-like/B1-like lineage B cells. Although transitional cells are termed T1, T2 and T3 in both humans and mice,

there is not necessarily a direct correlation between them. Many expression changes during human transitional development are continuous, making it

hard to set clear gates between different populations. The T3 population can be divided into two (T3 and T39) based on expression of the

CD45RB
MEM55

glyco-epitope and IgM, and CD45RB
MEM55

/IgM
high

T3 cells appear to be precursors to innate MZ/B1-like B cells. Cells with T1, T2 or T3

phenotypes have been identified both in peripheral blood and in the bone marrow. It is unknown if this is due to circulation of cells or if some

cells go through these developmental stages within the bone marrow before release. Cell phenotypes are adopted from Bemark et al., 2012
[17]
.
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expression is lost later than other transitional markers

in blood
[26-27]

. Differential expression of CD21 has also

been observed on T1/T2 transitional cells, with the

majority of the transitional cells being CD21
low

in

spleen whereas CD21
high

transitional cells dominate in

peripheral blood
[19]

. Based on their characteristics it

was suggested that CD21
high

transitional B cells were

at a more mature stage, a suggestion that got support

from the observation that low CD21 expression is asso-

ciated with immature B cells and less mature transitional

B cells in the bone marrow
[19,21,26]

. However, the division

of transitional cells into CD21
low

and CD21
high

compart-

ments do not fully correlate with stages based on gradual

loss of other transitional markers or CD5 expression
[19,21]

,

and an alternative explanation of differences in CD21

expression could be selection for deletion or anergy, as

low CD21 expression on human B cells have been asso-

ciated with anergy of auto-reactive cells and exhaustion

of memory-like cells
[28-30]

.

Early stages of peripheral B cell development have

alternatively been defined based on expression of the

ABCB1 transporter protein, with transitional B cells hav-

ing an ABCB1
-
IgM

high
IgD

+
CD27

-
phenotype

[31]
. The pre-

sence, or not, of the ABCB1 transporter can be detected

by the ability of cells to extrude the dye Rhodamine. The

expression of the transporter is restricted to naı̈ve B cells

but it is not present on CD27
+
memory cells, class-

switched CD27
-
cells or CD24

high
CD38

high
IgM

high
IgD

+

transitional B cells
[31]

. When the expression of the

ABCB1 transporter and other transitional markers were

compared in patients after treatment with the B cell

depleting antibody-based drug Rituximab, a third popula-

tion, human T3 transitional cells were identified. These

cells did not express the ABCB1 transporter but were

otherwise phenotypically similar to naı̈ve cells
[32]

.

During in vitro culture in the presence of anti-BCR anti-

bodies, CpG and IL-2, these T3 cells developed into

apparently normal naı̈ve cells, and it was suggested that

T3 B cells were at a stage between T2 and naı̈ve B cells.

However, later data demonstrated that the T3 population

is not homogenous and can be subdivided into two popu-

lations based on expression of IgM and the glycosyla-

tion-dependent epitope CD45RB
MEM55[25,33]

. This division

of the T3 population does not seem to represent a linear

developmental relationship but two separate pathways of

differentiation, an observation that suggests that human

B cells, similar to their mouse counterparts, may be

selected into different lineages during the transitional

stage (see below).

An important question is where and how transitional

cells are selected for further survival and differ-

entiation. In mice the spleen has been suggested to

play a dominant role
[11,34-35]

, but splenectomized and

spleen-less Hox11-deficient mice still develop appar-

ently normal peripheral B cells, only lacking the rela-

tively minor B1 lineage of B cells
[36]

. Low CD21

expression (which may suggest immaturity, see above)

on transitional cells in the spleen suggest that immature

human transitional B cells may migrate to spleen to

mature
[19]
, but human patients that lack a spleen from

birth or go through splenectomy have apparently normal

mature naı̈ve B cells. Only a single population, IgM-

expressing CD27
+
B cells, is lacking in these patients,

and these cells may represent a separate lineage of cells

(see below)
[37-39]

. Thus, although the presence of transi-

tional cells in spleen both in mice and humans suggest

that the organmay play a role in selecting B cells for sur-

vival, B cells can develop into mature naı̈ve cells in the

absence of a spleen, a possible exception of cells that

belong to specialized lineages of B cells.

It was recently suggested that GALT may play an

important role in the maturation of human transitional

B cells
[3]
. The authors in this study found that, in the

same individual, the proportions of T1 and T2 transi-

tional B cells were not the same in peripheral venous

blood and blood from the portal vein that drain the

gut, with T2 transitional cells specifically lacking in

portal vein blood. T2 transitional cells were instead

enriched in gut Peyer’s patches (PP), suggesting that

T2 cells are trapped in PP for selection and maturation.

Tyrosine phosphorylation suggestive of BCR signals

was found in many of the T2 cells in PP, and a possible

interaction that could mediate such maturation

signals could be interactions with gut antigens.

Alternatively, transitional cells respond strongly to

toll like receptor (TLR) signals, and the high number

of TLR ligands in the gut may drive maturation of

transitional B cells
[40]

. Interestingly, PP do not

develop normally in patients suffering from the auto-

immune disease SLE, which is associated with

diminished expression of the a4b7 integrinon T2

transitional B cells in blood
[3]
. Since this integrin

facilitates gut homing, this may suggest a role for

PP in removing autoreactive B cells.

B cell lineages

The concept of lineages - that cells with different but

similar characteristics develop along parallel pathways -

is well established for T cells. Whereas most T cells

rearrange a and b genes to form functional TCR, a

separate lineage is created from cells that rearrange c

and d TCR genes instead
[41]
. In addition, ab expressing

T cells are selected to become CD4
+
helper, CD8

+
cyto-

toxic or invariant natural killer (iNK) T cells in the thy-

mus based on the ability of their rearranged TCR to
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interact with MHC I, MHC II and CD1d
[42-43]

. Some of

the CD4
+
cells take on suppressive functions already in

the thymus and become natural regulatory T cells
[44]
.

Later, as a consequence of signals from antigen present-

ing cells, CD4
+
T cells can adopt stable characteristics

ranging from regulatory to strongly inflammatory
[45]
.

Thus, although that the term T cells describes similar

cells, there exist several parallel pathways for T cell dif-

ferentiation, making up different lineages.

B cells can recombine either of two different light

chain genes (k orl) in the bone marrow. Although

some differences in antigen specificity has been

described between heavy chains paired with k or l

chains, no clear functional differences between cells

expressing one or the other have been described
[46]

.

Regardless which chain they express, mouse B cells

are selected into different lineages with distinct pheno-

types and functions
[8]
. The dominant B cell subtype in

most lymphoid organs is follicular (FO) B2 B cells, but

in mice there are two additional populations that repre-

sent distinct pathways of B cell differentiation - MZ

and B1 B cells (Fig. 3A). Of these, MZ B cells share

their early development with B2 cells in the bone mar-

row, but are selected into a distinct differentiation path-

way during the transitional stage based on BCR

interactions and notch signals during maturation
[47-48]

.

B1 cells instead develop from stem cells distinct from

the ones that produce FO and MZ B cells
[49-50]

. If one

restricts the term lineage to cell types that derive from

different committed non-rearranged precursor cells, B1

but not MZ B cells are in a separate lineage from

follicular B2 cells. However, with a less stringent

definition - that cells committed to develop along func-

tionally distinct pathways represent different lineages -

both are. In this review I will use the latter definition,

thus designating both B1 and MZ B cells as separate

lineages from FO B cells.

Whereas mature naı̈ve FOB2 B cells recirculate

between B cell follicles in lymphoid organs in mice, MZ

B cells are predominantly situated within the MZ of the

spleen and B1 cells in peritoneal and pleural cavities
[49,51]

.

However, non-FO B cells are not placid. Substantial num-

bers of B1 cells appear to transfer between spleen and

pleural cavities, and MZ B cells shuttle between the MZ

and the B cell follicle within the spleen
[52,53]

. Although they

do not share developmental pathways, B1 andMZ B cells

are sometimes together referred to as innate like B cells

based on their similarities
[54]
.

Follicular B2 cells are typically involved in the res-

ponse to T dependent antigens, whereas B1 and MZ B

cells have been ascribed other functions, including pro-

duction of ‘‘natural’’ IgM in the absence of an immune

response, responses to T independent (TI) antigens,

secretion of cytokines, antigen presentation to NKT

cells, and complement-mediated transport of antigen

to follicular dendritic cells (FDCs) within B cell folli-

cles
[43,53-54]

. In addition, MZ and B1 B cells share expres-

sion of a small subset of genes normally not present in

FO B cells
[55]
. Some studies have come to the conclusion

that B1 B cells may substantially contribute to IgA
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Fig. 3 B cell lineages. Different lineages of B cells in mice, and data in humans support that this is also true in humans. A: Three mature lineages of B

cells have been defined in mice -- follicular, marginal zone and B1 B cells. Follicular and marginal zone B cells share early maturation stages and are

formed all through life. After MZ B cells receive a yet undefined cue they interact via Notch-mediated signals with cells in the spleen to become mature

MZ B cells. B1 cells form, at least partly, from distinct stem cells in bone marrow and fetal spleen. Furthermore, B1 cells formed during early life form a

self-renewing pool of cells in peritoneal cavities that does not depend on bone marrow production of cells for maintenance. B: The situation in humans is

less clear, but several groups have described cell populations with similarities to MZ and/or B1 cells in lymphoid organs and blood. These express high

levels of IgM, CD27 and the CD45RB
MEM55

glyco-epitope. It is not known if they form from specific stem cells or transitional cells, but a cell population

with the ability to differentiate into this lineage through Notch-mediated signals similar to the situation in mouse spleen was recently defined in the

human spleen
[123]

.
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production in mice through T independent activation of

cells
[5,56]

. However, most recent studies give little sup-

port for this notion
[57]
. For example, most IgA transcripts

have mutations in their V regions, suggesting that they

had been part of a GC response involving T cell interac-

tions
[58-60]

. Furthermore, a study where mice were engi-

neered so that B1 B cell in the peritoneal cavity

produced antibodies of an allo type distinct from that

produced by bone-marrow derived B cells, found that

B1 B cells produced natural IgM but made no signifi-

cant contribution to IgA in the gut
[61]
.

MouseB1 andMZBcells can be identified based on if

they express a number of cell surface markers that differ-

entiate them from FO B cells. There are at least two phe-

notypically different types of B1 B cells (B1a and B1b),

which appear to represent differentiation pathways

rather than distinct stages of development
[49]
. In addition,

there are developmental stages specific for MZ B cells

and B1B cells that differ from the ones described for fol-

licular B2 cells
[8,50]

. Immature MZ precursors, presum-

ably derived from transitional cells, have been defined

in mouse spleen
[62-63]

, and B1 B cells that lack expression

of CD11b (Mac-1) has been suggested to be at an earlier

stage of differentiation than cells that do express it
[64]
.

Thus, the lineage concept in mice is not only supported

by differences between mature B cells, but also the

definition of distinct developmental stages on the way

to full maturation of the cells.

Human follicular B cells

Many early studies of human B cells did not divide the

cells into subpopulations based on if they are transitional,

naı̈ve or memory B cells or if they belong to distinct

lineages, as the large diversity within the compartment

was not appreciated. Although the intention was to study

the in vitro function of mature naı̈ve follicular B2 cells,

the B cell fraction in many studies contained phenotypi-

cally distinct cell types. In particular, as many as 40%

of all B cells isolated from human adult blood have muta-

tions in their antibody genes, suggesting that they are

memory cells or belong to a lineage distinct from FO

B cells
[65]
. In tonsils, lymph nodes and spleen there is also

considerable diversity among the B cells, and GC, mem-

ory and MZ-like B cells make up substantial num-

bers
[16,66-67]

. Sometimes B cells were separated on Percoll

gradients based on relative density to distinguish between

resting and activated cells to get a more defined popula-

tion
[68]
. However, many mutated CD27

+
B cells separate

together with naı̈ve cells when this approach is used, mak-

ing it hard to judge the relative importance of naı̈ve follicu-

lar and memory B cells responses in subsequent in vitro
cultures

[69]
. This has to be taken into account when inter-

preting data from human functional studies performed in
vitro without separation of B cells into subtypes.

The most straight forward way to purify naı̈ve fol-

licular B cells from human blood is to remove cells

that express CD27
[65]

. However, this approach will

not differentiate naive B cells from cells at transitional

stages or class-switched cells that do not express

CD27
[31,70]

. Subsequently, the addition of alternative

markers offers advantages over CD27 alone in defin-

ing naı̈ve cells. Among markers that can be used are

the CD45RB
MEM55

glyco-epitope that is expressed on

most class-switched CD27
-
cells, cells at pre-stages

Table 1 Human memory and memory-like B cells in blood. Several populations of memory or memory-like B cell

subsets have been defined in human blood. The exact relationships between these are still unsure, but their characteristics and

presence or not in immune-defect patients cast light on their origins. Their dependence on germinal centers (CD40 signals), gene

modifications (the AID protein), spleen (splenectomy), bacterial signals (TLR) and notch signals (haplodeficient in some Alagille

patients) and if they have proliferated (diluted KREC levels) and mutated more or less than germinal center cells have been tested.

The results of these studies are presented in the table for different B memory-like populations. The data support that class

switched cells are typical memory cells formed in germinal centers, and that this also is the case for IgG-expressing CD27- and

IgM-only CD27+ cells, although these may leave the germinal centers before class switched cells. IgA+CD27- cells and

IgM+IgD+CD27+ MZ-like B cells form in the absence of germinal centers and may not be ‘‘true’’ memory cells.

Dependent on

CD40 [92] AID [67] TLR [94] Notch [123] Spleen [67] Mutation levels [92]

Number of

divisions [92]

Class switched CD27+ B

cells Yes Yes No Normal Small Reduction Higher than GC Much higher than GC

IgG CD27- B cells Yes Yes No ? ? Similar to GC Higher than GC

IgA CD27- B cells No Yes ? ? ? Lower than GC Lower than GC

IgM only CD27+ B cells Yes No ? ? ? Higher than GC Higher than GC

IgM/IgD CD27+ MZ-like B

cells No No Yes* Large Reduction Large Reduction Similar to GC Higher than GC
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for MZ B cells and on all CD27
+
cells, and expression

of the ABCB1 transporter that is largely restricted to

naı̈ve cells
[25,31,33]

.

Studies using CD27
-
purified naı̈ve B cells have

shown that resting FO B cells need stronger signals

for activation than CD27
+
memory B cells. Na ı̈ve

human B cells express low levels of TLRs and do

not respond with proliferation or differentiation after

TLR stimulation unless they are first stimulated

through antigen receptor crosslinking which differenti-

ate them from memory cells
[71-72]

. In line with this, there

are many differences between CD27-expressing and

naı̈ve human B cells with regard to expression of acti-

vation markers, co-stimulation molecules and survival

factors
[73]
.

Human MZ B cells

Like mice, humans have MZ in spleen that contain

IgM-expressing B cell distinct from FO B cells. There

are differences between MZ B cells in humans and

mice
[51,67,74]

. Whereas mouse MZ B cells have unmutated

antibody genes, B cells in human MZ have mutations in

the V regions and usually express the memory marker

CD27
[75--76]

. CD27-expression is lowered or even missing

on B cells in the MZ of young children, suggesting that

the MZ and the cells within it gradually develop during

infancy
[77]
. Nevertheless, CD27

+
splenic MZ B cells of

polyclonal origin are present in children less than 2 years

old, whereas GC and class-switched memory B cells are

highly oligoclonal at this stage
[67,78]

. This suggests that

human MZ B cells are part of a specific lineage that

develops in parallel with FO B cells in a polyclonal fash-

ion, whereas GC and memory B cells form as a conse-

quence of antigen activation and selection. There is

data to indicate that marginal zone B cells in humans,

as in mice, are involved in T independent responses to

blood-borne antigens
[51,74,79-81]

, and it has been suggested

that the reason that humans without a functional spleen

are vulnerable to infections with encapsulated bacteriais

that they have an inability to form protective MZ B cell

derived antibody responses against T independent anti-

gens
[38,82]

.

Humans have areas in PP, tonsils and activated

lymph nodes that contain B cells similar to splenic

MZ B cells
[66]

. These are situated mainly towards

regions containing a high antigenic load, such as the

subepithelial domes of PP, subepithelial regions in

the tonsils and subcapsular regions of lymph nodes
[83-85]

.

Like splenic MZ B cells, the majority of MZ-like

cells have mutations in their V regions
[69 ,86 -87]

.

However, it is uncertain if these MZ-like cells are

identical to splenic MZ cells, or if the cells have

distinct local functions. An interesting possibility is

that splenic MZ B cells and MZ-like B cells from other

organs are involved in local transport of antigens into

B cell follicles, a role that MZ B cells appear to have

in mouse spleens
[53,88-89]

. Alternatively, MZ-like cells

may be at a pre-stage where they are selected into

the mature MZ B cell lineage
[2-3,67]

. Whichever the

function of MZ-like cells, it is clear that cells in the

spleen has some non-redundant, as other localities can-

not functionally substitute for the spleen in asplenic

individuals
[51,82]

.

A link between human blood mutated CD27
+

IgM
+
IgD

+
cells and MZ cells in spleen was suggested

based on that two cell types are highly similar to each

other
[37,67]

. For example, hyper-IgM patients that lack

CD40L or CD40, a receptor/ligand pair critical for cog-

nate B-T cell interactions, have significant numbers of

circulating CD27
+
IgM

+
IgD

+
B cells, demonstrating

that CD27
+
IgM

+
IgD

+
B cells can form in the absence

of GC reactions
[90-91]

. Furthermore, following sple-

nectomy circulating IgM
+
IgD

+
CD27

+
B cells largely

disappear
[37-38,78,90,92-93]

, and MZ B cells in spleen and cir-

culating CD27
+
IgM

+
IgD

+
B cells develop in parallel

during infancy
[78,94]

.

Thus, there are several lines of evidence to suggest

that MZ B cells and circulating CD27
+
IgM

+
IgD

+
B

cells are linked and may belong to the same com-

partment, a notion that has many implications. It,

for example, suggests that human MZ B cells and

memory cells are almost identical to each other with

regard to mRNA expression and in their responses

to stimuli, although they do not share developmental

pathways or GC dependence
[73]

. Furthermore, it

implies that human and mouse MZ B cells differ in

their migration patterns; human MZ B cells re-circu-

late in blood whereas their mouse counterpart are

maintained in the spleen and only move between the

MZ and the follicle
[53]
.

A recent study of patients with known inherited

defects in TLR signaling pathways made interesting

observations regarding the requirements for the

formation of CD27
+
IgM

+
IgD

+
B cells. Despite the fact

that both circulating MZ and memory CD27
+
human B

cells in blood express a similar set of TLRs, it was

found that that patients that lacked certain proteins

involved in TLR signaling showed a specific lack of

CD27
+
IgM

+
IgD

+
B cells whereas they had normal num-

bers of class-switched CD27
+
memory cells

[72,94-95]
. Only

certain TLR gene defects (MyD88, IRAK4, TIRAP)

were associated with this lack whereas others (TLR3,

TRIF, UNC93B) were not. This indicated that extracel-

lular but not endosomal TLR signals were involved in

selecting or maintaining CD27
+
IgM

+
IgD

+
cells.The
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paper also demonstrated that TLR signals are not

necessary to maintain human class-switched memory

cells through polyclonal activation, a notion that had

been previously suggested based on their expression

of TLRs
[96-99]

.

Human B1 B cells

In contrast to mice, human adults have few B cells in

the peritoneum
[100-101]

or the omentum that is situated

close to it
[102]

. Thus, if there are human B1 cells their

tissue distribution differs from that in mice. Studies

designed to identify human B1 have therefore focused

on cells circulating in blood, assuming that B1 cells

would be circulating in a similar fashion as FO B cells.

In humans, chronic lymphatic leukemia cells often

express CD5, and the identification of CD5-expressing

mouse B1 cells was, at least in part, the result of an

attempt to define the normal counterpart of this neo-

plasm
[103]

. As a consequence, it was for a long time

assumed that CD5 expressing human B cells also

represented a B1 lineage
[104-105]

. However, it is now

clear that the majority of CD5-expressing human B

cells are at early transitional stages of development

and do not belong to a B1 lineage
[27]
.

Instead, it was recently suggested that co-expression

of CD27 and CD43 can be used to identify human B1

cells in blood
[106]

. The authors found that such cells dis-

played characteristics associated with mouse B1 cells,

namely that they were present already in cord blood,

expressed unmutated antibody genes, spontaneously

secreted IgM, were efficient antigen presenters and dis-

played an antigen reactivity similar to mouse B1 cells.

Most of these B1-like cells also expressed CD5,

although they made up a small proportion of all

CD5-expressing B cells in blood. A later study found

that CD11b, the human equivalent to the mouse Mac-1

antigen that is expressed on a population of mouse B1

cells, could be used to subgroup cells belonging to the

CD43-expressing human B1 populations, and that these

subgroups differed in their spontaneous secretion of

IgM, production of IL-10 and their ability to stimulate

T cells
[107-108]

. Subsequent studies suggested that the

number of CD27
+
CD43

+
B cells is increased in lupus

patients and after HSCT and decreased in patients with

common variable immunodeficiency or multiple scle-

rosis (MS)
[107,109-112]

, and that they are involved in the

response to capsular polysaccharides from Strepto-
coccus pneumonia

[113--114]
. In addition, CD27

+
CD43

+
B

cells were found in immunodeficient mice reconstituted

with human hematopoietic stem cells, both in spleen and

in the peritoneum
[115]

.

The role of CD27
+
CD43

+
B1 B cells in human blood

has, however, been questioned by several groups that

argued that the cells were early plasmablasts and/or

flow cytometry artifacts
[116-118]

. A comparison of pub-

lished gene expression profiles of proposed human

B1 cells and mouse B1 cells found very few similari-

ties between them
[55]
. Many researchers have also failed

to identify a substantial population of B cells expres-

sing CD27 and CD43, and instead find that the major-

ity of B cells that express CD43 are CD27
-
transitional

cells
[21]
. The correct gating strategy to identify the cells

has been discussed, and it has been argued that

whereas T cells are CD43
high

, the B1 cells are

CD43
low[111,119]

. A recent study supported the view that

CD27
+
CD43

+
B cells in blood where at a preplasma-

blast stage of differentiating B cells in blood instead

of a B1 subset
[120]

. This was based on a number of

observations. The number of antigen-specific cells hav-

ing this phenotype increased after immunization with a

T cell-dependent tetanus toxoid-based vaccine, and the

cells had an RNA expression profile between memory

B cells and plasmablasts. In addition, other B cell sub-

sets could differentiate in vitro to the proposed B1

phenotype, and cells with the B1 phenotype could

in turn differentiate to a plasmablast/plasma cells.

Nevertheless, the group that originally identified the

cells have strongly contested any suggestions that they

are not human B1 B cells
[121]

.

It can be concluded that there is currently no consen-

sus regarding the existence and functional importance

of CD27
+
CD43

+
B cells, and whether they are the

human equivalent of mouse B1 B cells or not. Even

if the majority of these cells are plasmablasts, it is

still hard to exclude that a proportion of them repre-

sents a distinct lineage
[122]

. Notably, the proposed phe-

notype of the cells partly overlap with that proposed

for circulating CD27
+
IgM

+
IgD

+
MZ B cells, and differ-

ences between the two subsets are subsequently to

some extent a question of semantics. There are indeed

many functional similarities between B1 and MZ

mouse B cells, and it may be a single population of

IgM
+
IgD

+
CD27

+
B cells in humans that makes up all

innate-like B cells. Interestingly, mouse B1a B and

human CD27
+
IgM

+
IgD

+
B cells both depend on a spleen

for their development, linking these populations
[36-39]

.

Human precursors to non-FO B cell lineages

B cell reconstitution after pediatric HSCT has pro-

vided novel insights into human non-FO B cell lineages.

Recently, we found that the majority of all B cells had a

CD27
-
IgM

high
phenotype for more than one year after

pediatric HSCT
[25]
. Based on this phenotype alone, it
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would seem that the cells were T1/T2 transitional B

cells. However, the number of CD27
-
IgM

high
cells was

much higher than the number of transitional T1/T2 B

cells. We found that CD45RB
MEM55

, a glycosylation-

dependent epitope that is normally expressed on human

memory B cells
[33]

, was expressed on 35% of all

CD27
-
IgM

high
B cells and that CD45RB

MEM55high
B cells

did not express transitional markers. Expression of the

CD45RB
MEM55

epitope divided the T3 transitional B cell

population into two similarly sized subpopulations,

CD45RB
MEM55high

IgM
high

and CD45RB
MEM55low

IgM
low

T3

cells. In addition, we found high expression of

CD45RB
MEM55

on a population of IgM
high

B cells that

unlike T3 expressed the ABCB1 transporter. Notably,

all cell populations defined using this marker - T1, T2,

CD45RB
high

IgM
high

T3, CD45RB
low

IgM
low

T3 and

CD45RB
high
IgM

high
non-T1/T2/T3 B cells - were found

in increased numbers after HSCT, in cord blood and

in healthy children compared to adults, consistent with

them being early B cell developmental stages
[25]
.

It seems unlikely that all these B cell subtypes repre-

sent consecutive stages of development of a single line-

age, as this would require the cells to change CD45

glycosylation patterns and IgM expression levels

several times during their early antigen-independent

development. An intriguing alterative is that cells that

express high CD45RB
MEM55

levels have been selected

to develop into a separate lineage. Instead of a gradu-

ally diminishing expression of transitional markers as

is observed along the T1/T2/CD45RB
low
IgM

low
T3/FO

naı̈ve B cell axis, the development of this lineage

would be characterized by a relatively rapid loss of

transitional markers, continued expression of high

IgM levels, and a change in CD45RB glycosylation.

Finally, CD27 expression is induced, resulting in the

formation of human MZ B cells.

Interestingly, in mice, the selection of MZ B cells is

regulated through glycosylation changes. If transitional

B cells receive a so far ill-defined cue to enter the MZ

lineage, they will change their Notch 2 glycosylation

pattern through activation of the glycosyltranferases

Manic and Lunatic Fringe. This subsequently allows

Notch 2 to engage with Delta Like (DL) 1 expressed

on vascular endothelial cells in the MZ of the spleen,

triggering a signal that will select the cells to develop

into MZ B cells. Thus, CD45RB
MEM55

expression

changes due to glycosylation changes on human B cells

may indicate differentiation into an innate-like B cell

lineage. It is unclear if the CD27
-
CD45RB

MEM55high
B

cells would then correspond to T1/T2 cells that have

received a developmental cue but have not been selected

based on Notch 2 signals, or cells that have already been

selected based on Notch 2 signals or even a lineage

developing from distinct stem cells akin to B1 B cells

in mice. Interestingly, whereas MZ B cells in adults

are CD27
+
, no or little expression of CD27 has been

observed in splenic MZ from children
[77]
, suggesting that

CD27
-
CD45RB

MEM55high
B cells may home to the mar-

ginal zone even before expressing CD27.

The suggestions that MZ precursor cells can be iden-

tified based on the expression of CD45RB
MEM55

on non-

switched CD27
-
B cells was recently supported from a

study from another research group
[123]

. The authors of

this study found that patients with Alagille syndrome

as a consequence of Notch 2 haplo-insufficiency had

lowered numbers of circulating MZ B cells in blood,

a situation that is similar to that observed in Notch 2

haplodeficient mice. They then demonstrated that

non-switched CD27
-
CD45RB

MEM55high
B cells isolated

from spleens of healthy donors were induced to

express CD 27 when they were cultured on feeder cells

expressing the Notch 2 ligand DL1, and then differen-

tiated to cells that were highly similar to mature MZ B

cells. Before stimulation, CD27
-
CD45RB

MEM55high

B cells had a gene expression profile in between

naı̈ve FO B cells and MZ B cells and this was altered

towards a profile more similar to MZ B cells during

DL1 feeder cultures. Similarly to B cells in blood dis-

cussed above, splenic CD27
-
CD45RB

MEM55high
B cells

could be divided into two populations based on

expression of the ABCB1 transporter, with ABCB1-

expressing cells being more similar to naı̈ve cells and

cells lacking ABCB1 more similar to MZ B cells with

regard to gene expression profiles, mutations in their V

regions and tendency to upregulate CD27. Thus, these

two populations of B cells in human spleen may repre-

sent consecutive steps in the maturation towards

mature MZ B cells. Alternatively, it is an effect of plas-

ticity (where both transitional and FO B cells can be

selected to become MZ B cells; something that indeed

has been suggested in mice
[8]
). Furthermore, whereas

the study demonstrate that these cells can become

MZ B cells, it is still not known what triggers them

to enter into this pathway during the transitional stage.

Activation of B cells in lymphoid tissues

Activation of antigen-specific B cells in lymphoid

tissues has been studied extensively in mice. Recent

data suggest that mature naı̈ve FO B cells primarily

encounter antigen within B cell follicles on FDCs.

In lymph nodes, low molecular antigens are trans-

ported through lymphoid conduits whereas larger anti-

gens are trapped on macrophages at the subcapsular

sinuses that facilitate further transport into the B cell

follicles that is mediated through antigen-independent

interactions with complement receptors on B cells
[124-125]

.
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MZ B cells play a similar role in spleen where they

transport of antigen from marginal zones into B cell folli-

cles based on interactions with complement receptors
[53]
.

Antigen-activated FOB cells travel from the B cell follicle

towards the T cell area where cognate interactions occur

between B and T cells recognizing the same antigen
[126]

.

Following this encounter, B cells either differentiate into

early short-lived plasma cells or return to B cell follicles

where they proliferate to formGC
[127-128]

. In theGC,B cells

continue to rapidly proliferate, andduring this process they

undergo CSR to antibody classes other than IgM, undergo

random mutagenesis of their antibody V regions through

SHM and are selected based on antigen affinity
[129]

.

Finally, the B cells leave the GC to become memory cells

or long-lived plasma cells homing to the bone marrow
[127]

.

As a consequence of the processes in the GC, the cells that

leave carry mutations in their V regions, are of high affi-

nity, and often express other class-switched antibody

classes.

It has been hard to study the faith of antigen-specific

B cells from human GC, since lymphoid organs are

rarely available from recently vaccinated and/or

infected individuals. Most studies have instead

focused on GC B cells that respond to unknown anti-

gens. An important source of human GC B cells has

been tonsils that are removed due to chronic inflamma-

tion and/or snoring. In judging tonsil data, it has to be

remembered that inflamed tonsils may not be represen-

tative of non-inflamed tissues. In addition, tonsils are

to some extent more similar to GALT than to lymph

nodes, with constant contact with microbiota and with

a universal presence of GC.

Nevertheless, tonsil analysis has given a good over-

view of the phenotype of human B cells inside and out-

side of GC. The expression of two cell-surface markers

has been used extensively to define their differentiation

stages, CD38 and IgD
[16]

. In humans, high CD38

expression is primarily found on B cells in GC and

IgD is expressed at high levels on naı̈ve pre-GC B cells

but at low levels in the GC B cells, post-GC plasma-

blasts as well as in class-switched and IgM memory

cells (see below). Thus, during a GC reaction, B cells

differentiate from being CD38
low
IgD

+
(na ı̈ve), via

CD38
high

IgD
+
(pre-GC) and CD38

high
IgD

-
(GC) to

finally become CD38
-
IgD

-
memory cells.

Cell types defined by CD38 and IgD expression are

often further divided corresponding to the so-called Bm

system
[130,131]

. According to this scheme, naı̈ve cells in

the CD38
low
IgD

+
quadrant is made up of two popula-

tions, CD23
+
Bm2 cells that can develop into CD23

-

Bm1 cells. Following activation these become pre-

GC CD38
high

IgD
+
Bm29, and then differentiate to

become Bm3 CD38
high

IgD
-
(GC) cells that can be

defined as Bm3 CD77
+
centroblasts and Bm4 CD77

-

centrocytes. After leaving the GC cells differentiate

to long-lived Bm5 CD38
-
IgD

-
memory cells, or plasma-

blasts destined for final plasma cell differentiation.

Still, there are weaknesses to the Bm system. For

example, transitional cells in tissue would be classified

as Bm29 cells, a problem that is further accentuated by

that both GC cells and transitional cells express CD10

and led to the false identification of circulating pre-GC

cells in blood
[18]

. A possible way around this is to

include CD24 that is expressed at high levels on transi-

tional cells but lower levels on GC cells. Another

weakness is that IgD
-
CD38

high
plasmablasts would be

included among the GC cells. In addition, we recently

described a population of CD38
high

cells in tonsils that

express high levels of CD45RB
MEM55

that does not loca-

lize to GC
[33]
. Thus, although the Bm system has advan-

tages and has been extensively used to define B cells

subtypes in tissues, there are some caveats to using this

system if additional markers are not used to identify

cells.

GC can be divided into two regions, the dark and

light zones. Proliferating B cells are primarily found

in the dark zone, whereas B cells in the light zone

are at a stage where they are selected based on interac-

tions with antigens presented as immune complexes on

FDCs
[129]

.Traditionally, centroblasts have been thought

to populate the dark zones and centrocytes the light

zone. In mice, B cells in these zones can be distin-

guished from each other based on their expression of

CXCR4, CD83 and CD86, and these divided cells into

more stringent subpopulations than the classical centro-

blast/centrocyte division
[132]

. More recently, it was

demonstrated that the same markers could be used to

identify human GC B cells dependent on localization,

with dark zone GC B cells being CXCR4
high

CD83
low

CD86
low
and light zone cells being CXCR4

low
CD83

high

CD86
high[133]

. Remarkably, the gene expression profiles

differed between light and dark zone cells similarly in

humans and mice, and indicated differences in prolif-

eration and activation programs
[133]

.

Regulatory B cells

The existence of lymphoid cells with the ability to

suppress immune responses was suggested already in

the 60s. Many studies during the 70s aimed to define

and characterize these so called suppressor cells, and

pointed to the existence of thymus derived suppressor

T cells
[134]

. However, further characterization proved

difficult, and it was not until 1995 that regulatory

CD25-expressing CD4
+
T (Treg) cells that could hinder

the development of autoimmune disease were
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defined
[135]

. Subsequent studies have proven their

importance in humans and mice, and several subtypes

of Treg are now acknowledged
[44]
.

Shortly after the description of Treg, mouse studies

suggested that B cells also can take on regulatory

roles
[136]

. IL-10 production from B cells was identified

as an important mechanism to suppress immune

induced morbidity in mouse models of MS arthritis

and gut inflammation
[137-139]

. This suggested the exis-

tence of IL-10 producing regulatory B cells akin to reg-

ulatory T cells that could suppress immune responses.

However, a definitive phenotype of regulatory B cells

has been elusive
[140-141]

. IL-10 expression in B cells can

usually only be detected after in vitro stimulation, and

different research groups have designated different

phenotypes to B cells that can be induced to produce

IL-10. It has even been argued that cells defined as reg-

ulatory B cells only should be considered precursors,

with plasma cells being the effector producers of IL-

10 as well as IL-35 in vivo
[142-143]

. Thus, whereas B cell

IL-10 and possibly IL-35 production play important

roles in vivo, it has been very hard to elucidate which

B cells that produce it and where, when and how it reg-

ulate immune response.

With the identification of the importance of IL-10 pro-

ducing regulatory B cells in mice, a search for similar

cells in humans followed. It was demonstrated that IL-

10 production could be induced in CD27
-
non-memory

cells B cells from blood upon in vitro stimulation, and

that the numbers of these cells were lowered in MS

patients compared to healthy controls
[144]

. Later it was

found that helminthic infection decreased disease in

MS patients and that this parasitic infection was asso-

ciated with increased number of CD1d
+
naı̈ve B cells

that produced IL-10
[145,146]

. It was also established that

cells with a phenotype indistinguishable from transi-

tional B cells (i.e. being CD24
high

CD38
high

CD10
+

CD27
-
) produced IL-10 after in vitro stimulation, and that

these cells inhibited T cell activation in vitro
[147-148]

.

Furthermore, IL-10 induction and the ability to inhibit T

cells were defective in SLE patients, although the number

of transitional B cells was normal or increased
[147-148]

.

Contrary, but probably with a similar outcome, in RA

patients the number of B cells with a transitional pheno-

type was lowered, resulting in diminished IL-10 produc-

tion
[149]

. Similarly, the number of CD24
high
CD38

high
B cells

was lowered in non-splenectomized patients with

immune thrombocytopenia with low platelet counts,

and immune thrombocytopenia patients showed dimin-

ished numbers of B cells that produced IL-10 and inhibited

monocyte activation regardless of platelet count and if they

were splenectomized or not
[150]

. Interestingly, treatment of

thrombocytopenia patients with dexamethasone resulted

in increased levels of IL-10 in B cells
[151]

.
Transitional type human B regulatory cells have

not only been studied in the light of autoimmune dis-

eases. For example, IL-10 production from transitional

B cells was associated with graft tolerance in kidney

transplant patients
[152]

. Furthermore, IL-10 production

from CD24
high

CD38
high

B cells has been linked to

diminished CD8
+
T cell responses and more active

viral disease in both chronic hepatitis B and HIV

patients
[153-154]

.

However, as in mice, the phenotype of IL-10 produ-

cing B cells in humans is to some extent controver-

sial. IL-10 production was observed in most B cell

populations after in vitro stimulation of the cells,

although the relative number of cells that produced

IL-10 was increased among CD27
+
memory and

CD24
high

CD38
high

transitional populations
[155]

. Iwata et

al. observed that IL-10 expressing B cells expressed

the memory marker CD27
[156]

. Unexpectedly, and in

contrast to the studies mentioned above, it was found

that the number of B cells that could be induced to

IL-10 expression was increased in many autoimmune

conditions
[156]

. However, active Graves’ disease was

later associated with a lowered number of IL-10 produ-

cing B cells that expressed CD27 that could inhibit

CD4 proliferation and cytokine secretion in vitro
[157]

.

In addition, CD11b-expressing B cells from the contro-

versial CD27
+
CD43

+
human B1 population discussed

aboveappear to spontaneously secrete IL-10, possibly

linking them to plasmablasts/plasma cells that secrete

IL-10 and IL-35 in mice
[108,143]

.

It has been suggested that all B cells may be able to

produce IL-10
[141,155]

. In this case, normal naı̈ve B cells

may play a more important role than observed in the

studies above - even though a relatively lower propor-

tion of them respond with IL-10 expression, they

would still dominate in numbers in vivo due to the

large size of the compartment. Alternatively, different

B cell populations may respond with IL-10 production

to different stimuli, and may be involved in different

responses
[140]

. It should be noted that regulatory B cells

that spontaneously secrete IL-10 are very rare, at least

in blood
[156]

, and where and when they conduct sup-

pressive functions in vivo is largely unknown.

Furthermore, even after stimulation, a relatively small

proportion of B cells secrete IL-10, and it is possible

that they do not do so until final differentiation to the

plasma cell stage
[142]

. Thus, although that mouse in vivo
data clearly demonstrate that IL-10 producing cells

from the B cell lineage play important regulatory roles,

it is currently hard to predict which human B cell sub-

types that are important in vivo and where and how
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they conduct their functions. Thus, unlike Treg that can

be reproducibly sub-classified by phenotype and func-

tion, regulatory B cells with the Breg tag are not a

clearly defined entity.

Memory B cells

Memory B cells are mature cells that have pre-

viously encountered antigen and as a consequence

have changed their functional characteristics so that

they have become long-lived and more apt to respond

to subsequent antigen encounters. In humans it is hard

to know if a given cell has previously encountered anti-

gen, and memory cells have instead been defined based

on secondary changes induced during immune

responses, for example signs of that the cells have gone

through the germinal center process, such as that CSR

has taken place or that their antibody chains have been

mutated through SHM. An important step in the study

of human memory B cells was the realization that

essentially all B cells that carry V region mutations

express CD27
[65]
. Subsequently, CD27 expression has

been used extensively as a marker to identify human

memory B cells. Other phenotypic markers have been

identified, such as that memory B cell are unable to

extrude the dye Rhodamine 123 due to a lack of the

ABCB1 transporter, or that they carry a specific glyco-

sylated epitope on the RB exon of CD45
[31 ,33 ]

.

Importantly, the expression of these markers show a

slightly different profile than CD27, and this have

demonstrate that CD27 expression is not as closely

linked to memory B cells as first thought. Rather, a

combination of markers may be needed when identify-

ing memory B cells.

Class switched memory cells

Whereas the nature of IgM
+
CD27

+
B cells has been

debated (see below), few have questioned that class

switched CD27
+
B cells represent memory cells.

Their antibody V regions are heavily mutated as a con-

sequence of SHM, and they are almost totally absent in

hyper-IgM patients that lack expression of CD40L or

CD40, demonstrating the importance of T cell inter-

actions and GC reactions in their formation
[90 ]

.

Nevertheless, recent data demonstrate that substantial

numbers of class-switched cells do not express

CD27, and that class-switched cells can form in the

absence of CD40 interactions.

Class-switched human memory B cells that do not

express CD27 were first described when the expression

of the ABCB1 transporter protein on human B cells

was studied
[31]

. CD27
-
class-switched cells, like

CD27
+
B cell, lack ABCB1 and were found to express

IgA, IgG1 and IgG3 but rarely IgG2. Like CD27
+

class-switched cells, they produce antibodies reactive

to antigens such as tetanus toxoid or influenza, and

make up as much as one quarter of all IgG-expressing

B cells
[31,70]

. Similar to their CD27
+
counterparts, CD

27
-
IgG

+
and IgA

+
memory cells have mutated antibody

genes, although in the case of IgG expressing cells the

frequency of mutations is lower in CD27
-
than CD27

+

cells
[70,92]

. Thus, humans possess a sizeable fraction of

class-switched cells, hypermutated memory B cells

reactive to previously encountered antigens that do

not express CD27.

In addition to their expression of switched antibody

classes and ABCB1, CD27
-
class-switched cells can be

identified using expression of CD45RB
MEM55[31,33]

. This

marker can also aid in the identification of other B cell

subtypes, such as transitional cells and MZ precursor

cells (see above). Notably, this means that a lack of

IgM-negative CD27
+
B cells is not a proof for

that class-switched memory B cells are not present as

such cells may lack CD27. Thus, care needs to be

taken when analyzing the presence of class-switched

memory B cells, for example by using markers along-

side CD27 and/or antibodies specifically recognizing

IgG and IgA.

As an example, CD40L-deficient hyper-IgM patients

maintain normal or even slightly increased numbers of

CD27
-
IgA

+
cells whereas there is an almost complete

absence of all other class-switched B cells
[92,158]

.

Furthermore, CD27
-
IgA

+
B cells have gone through

fewer cell divisions than typical GC cells in healthy

adults, suggesting that many of them do not form in

GC even when CD40 signals are present
[ 9 2 ]

.

Noteworthy, IgA production in gut as well as serum

has been observed in both humans and mice that lack

CD40 signaling, demonstrating that substantial CSR

can occur in the absence of GC
[57,59,90,159-160]

. It has been

suggested that CD40-independet IgA CSR may occur

in the lamina propria of mucosal membranes
[160-161]

.

However, other groups, including our, have not been

able to detect any signs of ongoing CSR outside of

organized tissues, either in humans or mice, and there

are therefore reasons to believe that CD40-indepen-

dent, and therefore GC-independent, IgA-CSR is

almost totally restricted to organized lymphoid tis-

sues
[57,59,159,162-165]

.

There has been a long-standing interest to study the

specificities of the memory B cell compartment, but

these efforts have been plagued by the detection of

cells with a single specificity due to their low frequen-

cies. The approach used most successfully has been to

activate memory cells in an antigen-independent man-

ner using polyclonal activators, either rather ill defined
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mitogens or defined TLR ligands
[166-167]

. These methods

have been used to define the development of memory

B cells over time and compare it to antibody titres in

serum. Whereas there for some antigens, in particular

natural infections, there is such a correlation, for other,

notably vaccine antigens, there is not
[97-98]

.

IgM
+
memory cells

The idea that there is a substantial population of

IgM-expressing human memory B cells originates from

the observation that IgM transcripts isolated from per-

ipheral blood often carry V region mutations, suggest-

ing that these are IgM
+
post-GC B cells

[168-169]
. It was

later demonstrated that mutated IgM-expressing cells

express higher levels of IgM transcripts than other

IgM expressing cells, and that their relative numbers

therefore cannot be directly inferred from the relative

proportion of mutated transcripts
[170]

. Nevertheless, sin-

gle cell cloning demonstrated that approximately 10-

20% of all B cells in blood are mutated IgM-expressing

cells
[170]

. These IgM-expressing cells with V region

mutations were later found to express CD27, whereas

IgM
+
CD27

-
B cells were very rarely mutated

[65]
.

Following the demonstration that CD27
+
IgM

+
B

cells are present in peripheral blood of CD40L and

CD40 deficient individuals, it was concluded that at

least some formed outside of GC
[90-91]

. Based on multi-

ple similarities between cells found in the marginal

zone of the spleen and circulating CD27
+
IgM

+
cells,

it was suggested that these were not memory cells

but rather the human equivalent to mouse marginal

zone B cells (see above). Mass sequencing of antibody

genes indeed revealed little clonal overlap between

IgM and class-switched blood CD27
+
B cells, suggest-

ing that they were not descendants from the same pro-

liferating GC clones
[93]
.

However, long-lived IgM-expressing memory cells

can form in mice
[171-172]

, and there are arguments in

favor of ‘‘true’’ human IgM-expressing memory

cells
[173]

. As noted above, the majority of IgM
+
CD27

+

B cells are not clonally related to class-switched B

cells
[93]
. However, identical V(D)J rearrangements and

shared mutations from IgM and IgG have been

detected in blood using targeted PCR amplification

of selected antibody genes
[174]

. A possible explanation

is that IgM
+
CD27

+
B cells can be divided into two sub-

populations, a dominating one expressing IgD and IgM

and a smaller one made up of IgM-only cells
[65,67,92]

.

IgM-only CD27
+
B cells have gone through more cell

divisions and carry more mutations than GC B cells

demonstrating that they may be GC decedents, whereas

IgM
+
IgD

+
CD27

+
B cells have gone through less cell

divisions and carry less mutations and are likely not

generated in GC
[92]

. Interestingly, the presumably

post -GC IgM-only populat ion is enlarged in

hyper-IgM patients that lack AID, a protein critical

for somatic hypermutat ion of V regions and

CSR
[37,67]

. Patients with this mutation have enlarged

GC filled with non-switched IgM-expressing B cells,

and thus appear to form increased numbers of post-

GC IgM-only memory cells.

Taken together, current data support the view that

whereas the relatively larger IgM
+
IgD

+
CD27

+
B cell

population is not made up of memory B cells but circu-

lating MZ B cells (or possibly human B1 cells), the

smaller IgM-only CD27
+
B cell population is com-

posed of post-GC IgM-expressing memory B cells.

Plasmablasts and plasma cells

None of the cells discussed above are directly involved

in the major effector functions of the B lymphoid lineage,

the production of secreted antibodies. Antibodies play

important roles in resolving ongoing infections, are criti-

cal for sterile immunity following contact with pathogens

or vaccines, and represent a memory that can be trans-

ferred into the unborn child from the mother. In addition

to being beneficial, pathogenic antibodies play roles in

the development of autoimmune diseases, allergies and

some types of rejection of transplanted organs.

For the production of secreted antibodies to start,

cells need to differentiate into a plasma cell. This dif-

ferentiation goes via an intermediate stage known as

plasmablasts that form in lymphoid organs and then

travel via blood to home to their final destination.

The final differentiation can be triggered in different

ways depending on B cell subtype involved, but in

most cases involve activation of B cells through bind-

ing of antigen to the BCR (i.e. antibodies on the cell

surface of B cells) to ensure antigen specificity.

Studies using model antigens in mice have divided B

cell antigens into two major subtypes, thymus depen-

dent (TD) and independent (TI) antigens
[175]

. In general,

TD antigens require interactions between B and T cells

whereas TI antigens do not. A typical example of a TD

antigen is a non-repeating protein that trigger BCR sig-

nals and at the same time can be proteolytically pro-

cessed and presented to T cells as peptide on MHC

II molecules on dendritic cells and B cells. This

induces GC responses, followed by the formation of

memory B cells and plasma cells. TI antigens can be

divided into TI-1 antigens that consist of epitopes

linked to TLR ligands that give simultaneous activa-

tion of the BCR and TLR, and TI-2 antigens that are

multivalent antigens that result in extensive BCR cross-
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linking. In general, these will not trigger GC formation,

and result in relatively little production of antibody

classes than IgM and diminished development of mem-

ory B cells. Notably, most infections will result in a

mixture TD, TI-1 and TI-2 antigens that will trigger

multiple B cell responses. Still, in the development

of vaccines, differences between antigens need to be

taken into account.

Some plasma cells, in particular the ones situated in

bone marrow, are very long-lived, and do not depend

on continuous differentiation of other B cells to main-

tain specific antibody titres in serum. Others, often

formed and maintained within lymphoid organs, are

short lived and die within days after their formation.

Long-lived plasma cells have been associated with

TD antigens and short-lived with TI antigens, although

recent data argue that this division may not be abso-

lute
[176]

. The ability of the bone marrow to support

long-lived plasma cells is dependent on that supporting

cells, including stromal cells, macrophages and eosino-

phils
[177]

. In addition, signals to B cells during the

response may induce intrinsic signals to the B cells that

promote long-term survival
[178-180]

. Thus, some antigens,

in particular natural infections, result in responses that

do not decline for the life-time of the individual,

whereas other, in particular in some vaccine, induce

responses with antibody half-lives around 10 years
[97]
.

It was recently observed that fully mature IgM and

IgA but not IgG expressing plasma cells not only

secrete antibodies but also express cell surface antibo-

dies
[181-182]

. This allows for purification of living anti-

gen-specific plasma cells, but since these also can

transmit BCR signals, also raises the possibility that

antigen may influence the homing and/or longevity

of plasma cells
[181-182]

.

In humans, in vivo studies of the final differentiation

stages have been done mainly using peripheral blood sam-

ples. The titres of specific antibodies, in particular IgG

class antibodies, have been used as a proxy for long-lived

plasma cells, in particular some time after the initial

response
[97]
. Measurements of antigen-specific antibodies

of different classes in blood has been done extensively

over the years, and are clinically used both to determine

if the titres are sufficient for protection after vaccination

or infection, and to determine if an individual has pre-

viously been infected with a certain pathogen

In addition, the presence of antibody producing

plasma blasts in peripheral blood has been determined

using ELISPOT
[183]

. This approach forms the basis for

identifying antigen-specific plasmablasts in blood,

often in combination with cloning of antibody genes

from single B cells. Using these techniques, it was

shown that a recall response to influenza vaccine is

dominatedby CD38
high

CD27
high

CD19
+
CD20

-/low
anti-

gen-specific plasma blasts that form within seven

days after immunization and produce high affinity

antibodies
[184]

. Such cells make up as many as 6% of

all CD19
+
B cells seven days after influenza vaccina-

tion and then disappeared from the circulation during

the next week. After infection with the novel H1N1

influenza strain, the response was instead dominated

by cells producing broadly neutralizing antibodies

recognizing atypical epitopes on the viral particle, sug-

gesting that the plasma blasts derived from memory

cells against these epitopes rather than naı̈ve strain-spe-

cific B cells
[185]

. Similarly, early after infection with

dengue fever, large numbers of antigen-specific plas-

mablasts were encountered in blood
[186]

. An increase in

the number of IgG expressing plasma blasts of a similar

magnitude was observed after revaccination against teta-

nus/diphtheria, whereas plasma blasts observed in the

absence of vaccination were primarily IgA producing cells

expressing b7 integrin and CCR 10 indicative of gut hom-

ing
[187]

. The steady state IgA plasma blast levelsweremain-

tained during CD20-depleting Rituximab therapy,

suggesting that gut B cell responses are not sensitive to this

treatment
[188]

. However, IgA producing plasma blasts in

blood also can derive from specific immunizations
[57]
,

and both infection with V. cholerae and oral vaccination

with the drinkable cholera vaccine Dukoral induced

circulating IgA and IgG plasma blasts specific for the

pathogen
[189]

.

Notably, most studies of circulating plasma blasts

have been done in subjects that may have encountered

the immunizing antigen before, and there are differ-

ences in memory responses vs. primary or repeated

boost responses
[189-190]

. Also, it has to be remembered

that plasmablasts in blood primarily consists of IgG

and IgA cells generated from GC responses destined

to become long-lived plasma cells, whereas the relatively

large numbers of primarily short-lived plasmablasts/

plasma cells that form within lymphoid tissues may

never enter the bloodstream. Thus, there are still many

questions to be answered about how different B cell sub-

populations contribute to the formation of effector

plasma cells in humans.

Conclusion

There has been considerable development in our

understanding of the human B cell compartment during

the last years. To only measure the number of CD19

expressing B cells in blood gives very little informa-

tion, as there are now a large number of functionally

distinct B cell subpopulations that have now been

defined in human blood and lymphoid tissues using
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multicolor follow cytometry and in vitro assays. As in

all rapidly evolving areas, there are still many unan-

swered questions. Thus, some of the defined

phenotypes overlap with each other, and may contain

the same cells. It is also still unclear exactly how the

different subpopulations relate to each other, and

how they are selected for final plasma cell differentiation

to become part of humoral antibody responses. Although

human B cell subtyping has started to be used clinically,

it will play an ever-increasing role as the understanding of

subtypes develops further and disturbances are linked to

specific diseases. In particular, as B cell depletion thera-

pies are used more and more, our understanding will

increase regarding the role that pathogenic and regulatory

B cells play in the development disease.
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